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ABSTRACT
Most of the Digital Signal Processing applications (DSP) involve multiplication and accumulation
operation. As multiplier decide the critical computation time and power dissipation of a signal processing
architecture, design of high throughput and power efficient multiplier is a major challenge. In this paper, we
proposed a new architecture for high speed multiplication based on shifting and adding inputs based on bit
values of filter coefficients. Minimum Signed Digit (MSD) representation of constants with Common Sub
expression (CS) algorithms has been used to reduce the number of addition operations in filters for reducing
dynamic power consumption. The proposed architecture has been designed using VHDL and simulated in
ALTERA Quartus II 8.1. Experimental results demonstrates that the dynamic power dissipation of our
MSD-CS multiplier is better compared to the previous designs and shows a delay reduction up to 17.2%
compared to standard design. Design implementation of proposed multiplier in an18 tap FIR filter is done
to verify its functionality.
Keywords: Common Sub-Expression Elimination (CSE), Shift And Add, Canonic Signed Digit(CSD)
Representation, Finite Impulse Response (FIR),Infinite Impulse Response(IIR).
with constants by shifts and additions[15] .While
the latter considers multiplication of only one
constant at a time, the MCM considers
simultaneous multiplication of one variable with
multiple constants at same instance[8]. However the
uniqueness of constant representation is an
important criteria for MCM. In [13] A.P.Vinod et
al, have proposed a multiplier based on CSE
algorithm for FIR filter implementation. The major
advantage of CSE algorithm is that it eliminates
redundant computations in Multiplier Blocks (MBs)
with minimum number of additions. However the
logic depth is same as that of binary sub expression
multiplier. A reconfigurable architecture for FIR
filter using coefficient representation in CSD was
proposed in [16] by Chen and Chiueh. Though the
architecture offers high flexibility it suffers from
high area overhead. In another pioneer work on
design of reconfigurable architectures for FIR filters
[17] Mahesh and Vinod used CSE algorithm for
eliminating redundant architectures. Though the

1. INTRODUCTION
A Fixed transforms (e.g., FIR/IIR filters with
fixed coefficients like Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT), Discrete Fourier Transform(DFT),etc., in
DSP algorithms, do not require the flexibility of a
general purpose multiplier as the multiplicand has a
limited number of values. Hence multiplication in
filters can be easily realized using shifts and
addition. The shifts can be realized using hardwired shifters and addition using conventional
adders. Furthermore, we can reduce the number of
adders by using CSE techniques. The CSE tackles
the Multiple Constant Multiplication (MCM)
problem [6], [8] by minimizing the number of
additions through extracting common parts among
the constants represented in CSD [1],[3],[7],
[9],[11],[13].
MCM[4] is a transformation used to reduce the
number of Logic Operations(LOs), closely related
to the widely used substitution of multiplications
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architecture offers better performance in terms of
area and power dissipation the design suffers from
high hardware complexity for large n in case of
Programmable Shift Multiplier (PSM). In this
paper, we proposed a new architecture for high
speed multiplication based on shifting and adding
of inputs by constants represented in MSD. CSE
algorithms have been used to reduce the number of
addition operations, saving dynamic power
dissipation.

requires two adders less than the structure obtained
using direct method. Thus using CSE, the number
of adders required to implement the coefficient
multiplications of the filter structure can be
minimized [4]. The implementation of multiplier in
FIR filter structure is shown in figure 1.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
section 2, the CSE method is reviewed. Section 3
discusses about features of MSD representation and
conversion of binary co-efficient to MSD system.
Also the architecture of proposed MSD multiplier
and its working are discussed. In section 4 the
performance of the proposed MSD based shift
multiplier is analyzed and compared with
conventional binary multiplier .An implementation
of the proposed multiplier in an FIR filter is also
verified in this section. The functionality of FIR
filter designed using proposed multiplier for a
signal processing applications is reported in Section
5. Section 6 gives a brief conclusion of the work.

2.

Figure 1.Transposed direct form of an FIR filter realized
using shift-and add constant multiplier.

3. PROPOSED MSD SHIFT- AND- ADD

REVIEW OF CSE METHOD

MULTIPLIER
3.1 MSD representation

The proposed architecture considers coefficients
as constants stored in Look Up Table (LUT) and
input bit pattern as a variable. Coefficient
multiplication is done using MCM approach i.e.,
multiplication of one variable (input signal) with
multiple constants (filter coefficients) .CSE
algorithm is used along with MCM approach for
minimizing the number of additions by extracting
the common parts among the constructs represented
in binary form.

As MSD representation is more appropriate in
finding CS for multiple constants, we have
designed a shift-and add multiplier using MSD
representation for each constant to be synthesized.
The CSD representation is a radix-2 signed digit
system with the digit set {1,0, 1 }. The CSD
representation for a given number is unique and has
two properties; the first is that the number of nonzero digits is minimal and the second is that the
product of adjacent two digits is zero. The CSD
number system is an efficient way of representing
the coefficients, as it reduces 33% of non-zero
digits compared with the equivalent binary
representation [2]. The CSD representation is
widely used in implementing MCMs since it
reduces the number of additions for a given
constant multiplication. However, with CSD
representation only limited sub-expressions can be
realized for multiple constants. Another form of
binary representation called as MSD representation
can be realized if the second property of CSD
representation is relaxed. The transformations
needed to convert the CSD representation to MSD
representation [5] are as follows: First the binary
number is converted into equivalent CSD form. In

The basic idea of CSE method can be illustrated
using an example 16 bit coefficient h k
=0.001011000111101. Using direct method i.e.,
implementation without CSE algorithm requires
seven adders to compute the output y k
corresponding to h k (number of adders needed is
one less than the number of nonzero bits in h k ). In
h k , the bit pattern [1 1] is present thrice, which can
be expressed as 2 bit sub-expression x 1 = x + 2-1x,
where x is the input signal. Using the CS, the
output of the filter can be expressed as
y k = 2-3x + 2-5x 1 + 2-10x 1 +2-12x 1 +2-15x

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

(1)

Note that only five adders are required to obtain
y k using CSE (one adder for obtaining the subexpression x 1 , and four adders for (1)). Hence the
coefficient multiplier optimized using the CSE

the next step, a pattern of either 10 1
51
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searched, starting from the leftmost bit position i.e.,
Most Significant Bit (MSB) and transformed into
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The functions of different blocks are explained
below.
a) MSD Converter: It is used to convert the
binary coefficient into its equivalent MSD
representation. Two steps involved in MSD
conversion are, conversion of binary coefficient to
equivalent CSD using CSD algorithm[4] and then a

011 or 0 11 respectively. A new MSD
representation is generated for each transformation.
The iterative procedure in previous step is
continued until there is no such pattern in the
transformation. The pattern is searched in MSD
representation from the next position of the digit
where a transformation is applied to generate the
MSD representation [5], [2]. The basic block for
conversion of binary to MSD with an example is
shown in figure 2.

pattern of either 10 1 or 1 01 is searched next,
starting from the MSB and transformed into 011 or
0 11 respectively [2] which is the equivalent MSD.
i) CSD Algorithm

a -1 =0

γ

-1 =0

a W = a W-1
For (i=0 to W-1)
{

θ i = a i ⊕ a i-1
γ i = γ i-1 θ i
a i =(1-2 a i+1 ) γ

i

}
(a)

a w-1. a w-2….. a 0 ---Binary value
a w-1. a w-2……. a 0 -----CSD value
w-----Word length
ii) CSD to MSD Conversion
c(i) = digit position where the transformation
is applied to generate the ith MSD
representation.
cx = digit position where the search is being
done.
Step 1: Convert N into the CSD representation and
store in Z. Initialize m new =1, m total =1,
M {m total } =Z, m set =Z and c (1) =1.
Step 2: Initialize cx=c {m new }.
Step 3: If cx > n, increment m new =1. If not, go to
Step 5.
Step 4: If m new = m total , end.
Step 5: If the digits from positions cx to cx+2 in
m set are 10 1 or 1 01, make a new MSD
by transforming 10 1 to 011 and 1 01 to

(b)

0 11 respectively.
Step 6:Z gets the new value of the MSD
representation. Store this new value in the
array M.
Step 7: Increment m total by 1 and cx by 2.
Step 8: Loop Steps 5, 6 and 7 as long as the value
of cx is less than the total number of bits.

Figure 2. CSD to MSD conversion (a) Block diagram
(b)Example

3.2. Architecture of proposed MSD- CS shift-andadd multiplier
In this section the architecture of proposed MSD
shift-and-add CS multiplier is presented. Our
architecture works on the concept of shifting and
adding of partial products to realize the multiplied
result.
52
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Figure.3 Architecture of shift and add unit

Glossary of terms
M =array of MSD representations.
N = n bit number to find all MSD representations.
Z = stores the current value of MSD
representation.
m set = set of MSD representations.
m total = number of MSD representations in m set .
m new =MSD representation where the new one is
being searched.

select signals of the multiplexers are the filter
coefficients which are stored in LUT in MSD form.
The value bits and their sign bits are fed to the
encoder shown in figure 4 and outputs of the
encoder are used as the select signal for
multiplexer.
Table 1.Encoder output for the value and sign bit
combination of MSD represented coefficient.

Two bit sub expression(abcd)

b) Shift and Add unit: One of the efficient ways
to reduce the complexity of multiplication
operation is to realize it using shift and add
operations. Here CSE logic is followed for MCM.
Two bits are combined to realize CS in the shift and
add unit to reduce the complexity in MCM. The
architecture of shift and add unit is shown in figure
3.
The shift and add unit is used to realize all the 2bit sub expressions for the constant coefficients.8
combinations of inputs are possible for 2 bit sub
expressions as MSD stores two bit value along with
sign. The input combinations of sign bits
(represented as abcd) shown in table 1 are encoded
to produce (xyz) and used as the select signals for
multiplexers.

sign
bit(a)

value
bit(b)

sign
bit(c)

value
bit(d)

X
X
0
1
0
0
1

0
0
1
1
1
1
1

0
1
X
X
0
1
0

1
1
0
0
1
1
0

All the possible two bit sub expressions can be
realized using two adders. All these sub expressions
are then fed to the multiplexer units.
3) 8:1 Multiplexer Unit: The multiplexer units
are used to select the appropriate output from the
shift and add unit. The inputs to the multiplexer are
8 outputs from the shift and add unit and 8:1
multiplexer units are employed in architecture. The

Figure 4. Encoder Circuit
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Encoder
output
(xyz)
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
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Figure 5.Architecture of MSD- CS shift-and-add multiplier

d) 2:1 multiplexer Unit: The 2:1 multiplexer is
used to select either the output of 8:1 multiplexer
or zero based on the value bit(bd) .The bd is ORed
and is used as the select signal for this multiplexer.
If bd = “00” the 2:1 mux selects zero and 8:1
multiplexer output vice versa.

operations
outputs.

f) Final selector unit: The final selector unit
will select the direct or complemented output of
final adder based on the value of the sign bit of
constant coefficient. In case of negative number
i.e. sign bit is 1, the value after final addition will
be complemented, but in case of positive number
i.e. sign bit 0, the direct value of the final adder will
be passed out of multiplexer.

e) Final shifter unit: The final shifter unit will
perform the shifting operation after all the
intermediate additions are done. This can be
illustrated with an example.
Consider the output expression
-1

-2

-3

-4

-6

2-1, 2-3, 2-6and 2-14 of multiplexer

3.2.1 Architecture design
The architecture is explained with help of an
16-bit co-efficient. Consider 16-bit binary
coefficient 0.001011000111101, the equivalent

-7

y = 2 x + 2 x +2 x + 2 x + 2 x - 2 x
--(1)
+2-14x+2-15x
By partitioning into group of two bits from MSB
we have

CSD and MSD representation are 0.010 1 0 1
001000 1 0 1 and 0.001011001000 1 0 1 .

y = 2-1(x + 2-1x) +2-3(x + 2-1x) + 2-6(x - 2-1x)
--(2)
+2-14(x + 2-1x)

The output based on binary representation is
y= 2-3x+2-5x+2-6x+2-8x+2-10x+2-11x+2-12x+2-13x
--(3)
+ 2-15x

The terms x + 2-1x, x - 2-1x can be obtained from
the shift and add unit. These terms can be steered
inside the architecture by the multiplexer units. The
final shifter unit will then perform the shift

y= 2-3x + 2-5x 1 + 2-10x+2-11x 1 +2-13x +2-15x --(4)
The output based on MSD representation is
--(5)
y= 2-3x+2-5x+2-6x+2-9x-2-13x -2-15x
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Table 2.Powe,Delay and Area Estimates of proposed MSD-CSE shift-and add multiplier and previous
approaches

-3

-5

-9

Shiftand add
multiplier

Binary
based
[15]

CSD
based
[4]

MSD
based
[5]

Binary
CSE
[17]

ours

Switching
power
(mw)
Delay
(ns)
Gate
count

7.83

7.46

7.31

7.45

6.77

63.59

68.18

80.41

61.89

66.55

542

1063

1056

462

1098

-13

-15

y= 2 x + 2 x 1 + 2 x-2 x-2 x

complemented output of final adder will be
routed through the multiplexer M 17 .

--(6)

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Comparing expressions (4) and (6), it can be seen
that the number of addition operations is less for
MSD representation than the equivalent binary
representation of constants. Hence more number of
adders will be idle in case of MSD multiplication,
saving significant dynamic power dissipation

The proposed shift and add based on MSD- CS
multiplier is designed using VHDL ,a hardware
description language
and implemented in
ALTERA Quartus II. Shift and add unit is designed
as a separate block with multiplexers and adders
forming another block. The word length is set to 16
bits. Table 2 shows the power, delay and area
estimates of our proposed MSD-CS shift-and add
multiplier and previous shift-and add multipliers. It
is seen that the proposed MSD-CS shift-and add
multiplier demonstrate less power dissipation when
compared with binary based, CSD based and
standard MSD based shift-and add multipliers. The
delay of our proposed multiplier design is 2.4% and
17.2% better when compared to CSD based and
standard MSD based multipliers respectively.
However our proposed multiplier demonstrates
poor delay when compared with binary and binaryCSE based multipliers. This is due to the fewer
gates in the critical path of binary based multipliers.
Area (represented in terms of gate count) of our
proposed MSD-CSE multiplier is high compared to
all other approaches used for comparison. This is
due to the MSD converter circuit and shift-and add
unit used in our proposed multiplier design which
contribute for significant gate count. Table 3 in
addition shows the power, delay and area estimates
of 18 tap FIR filter (both direct –D and TransposeT form) implemented with proposed multiplier. The
results of synthesis are compared with FIR filter
systems implemented with conventional, CSD
based, MSD based , binary-CSE shift-and- add
multipliers and designs in [16]and [17] .It is seen
from table 3, that the FIR filter designed using our
MSD-CS shift-and-add multiplier demonstrates

Note that the terms 2-1x, -2-1x can be obtained
from the shift and add unit. Then by using 8:1
multiplexer the intermediate sums shown in the
bracket can be obtained. The final shifter will
perform the shift operations 2-6, 2-4, 2-2. The shifters
are hardwired as these shifts are always constant.
The architecture of MSD-CS shift-and-add
multiplier is shown in figure 5. The filter
coefficient word length is considered as 16-bits and
is stored in the 32 bit LUTs. The coefficient is
partitioned into groups of 2 bits. As we use MSD
representation for coefficients, binary to MSD
conversion is done before storing the coefficient in
32 bit LUT. As MSD representation has both
positive and negative bits, sign of the respective
bits and bit values are stored in separate registers.
The values of coefficient bits and sign bits (one for
negative bit and zero for positive bit) are fed to an
encoder shown in figure 4 and the outputs of
encoder are used as select signals for 8:1
multiplexers (M 1 -M 7 ). The OR of value bit bd is
used as the select signal for 2:1 multiplexer whose
inputs are 00 and the 2-bit sub expression from 8:1
multiplexer. The output of 2:1 multiplexers is
passed through adder units. The output of final
adder and its complement are passed to a 2:1
multiplexer M 17 whose select signal is the sign bit
of constant coefficient. For zero value of sign bit,
direct output of final adder and for sign bit is 1, the
55
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Table 3.Synthesis Results for 18 tap FIR Filter Implementation

Parameters

Dynamic power(mw)

T co (critical path
delay)(ns)

Number of logic
gates

FIR Architectures
FIR using Binary
multiplier

D

152.9

9.90

10299

T

171.6

9.67

10299

FIR using CSD
Multiplier

D

149.1

9.06

19705

T

164.9

8.64

19674

FIR using MSD
multiplier

D

146.6

8.66

19255

T

159.0

8.88

19112

FIR using [16]

D

160.7

9.93

14485

T

178.6

9.06

14467

D

126.3

9.34

8443

T

126.3

8.81

7738

D

113.4

8.59

20206

T

99.4

8.66

17720

FIR using [17]

FIR using our
multiplier

Fiureg. 6. (a) sample of heart beat signal(b)corrupted signal (c)filter output.
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power reduction of more than 5.7% and 12.3% in
direct and transpose form respectively when
compared with filters implemented using
conventional counterparts . The critical delay of
FIR filter implemented with our multiplier is better
both in direct and transpose form compared to all
other approaches used for comparison. The gate
count of FIR filter implemented with our multiplier
is better in transpose form implementation
compared to the filter systems implemented with
CSD based and standard MSD based shift-and add
multipliers. This is due to the CSE used in our
proposed multiplier which generates sub
expressions through a single shift and add unit
.However the gate count of FIR system designed
with our multiplier is high compared to the binary
based and binary-CSE based filter systems. This is
due to the encoder and converter circuitry used in
the proposed multiplier. Also the storage of value
bit along with sign bit for
coefficients represented in MSD form necessitates
more number of registers thus increasing the gate
count in the proposed filter system.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

improvement in performance in terms of power and
delay reduction of filter systems implemented with
proposed MSD-CS based shift-and-add multiplier
compared with systems implemented with
conventional binary and CSD based shift-and-add
multipliers. Thus, our proposed multiplier design
methodology is a general approach for high speed
and low power reconfigurable channel filters.
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